Then He opens their ears and seals the instruction.
Job 33:16

The Biblical description of Elijah’s chariot (2Ki. 2:11) represents the opening of a field of Light directly
within our reality frame. As one field opens within another, consciousness can be transported to and from
other dimensions of Light.
The Vehicle of Light is a key component of the power of the “three-fold,” i.e. Law, Word, Vehicle—
Father, Son, Holy Spirit—Moses, Jesus, Elijah etc. The Vehicle and power of the Holy Spirit was
represented by Elijah’s appearance on the Mount of Transfiguration (Mat. 17:4).
The Vehicle of Light, including a wheel of rotation within another wheel of rotational energies, is a
whirlwind, a great cloud, a fire enfolding itself (Eze. 1:4). It is composed of higher vibrations and
expanded by the sacred names of God—codings from the higher Mind. Entering the Vehicle begins as the
twinkling of an eye or a flashover of Light.
Sacred names of YHWH contain the resonance factors of a higher spiritual science of consciousness and
Light: not meta-physics but Metatronic science of Light that includes the superluminal (faster than light).
Metatron—also known as the harvester of the standing corn—is associated with the spiritual-scientific
knowledge of the field that surrounds, sustains, and nourishes. He is known as the Almighty in Gen. 17:1,
he gives the Covenant of Light to the people of God.
YHWH remembers His Covenant, and Metatron El Shaddai keeps the way to the Tree of Life (Gen.
3:24). At His command greater fields of Light are opened directly within our experience. Quickened by
the Word, we become a “field made white” in the time of harvest.
The first prophecy of the Academy of On speaks of the overlap of dimensions, of the overlapping of
greater fields of Light with our own. This creates a quickening for those preparing to enter in at the day
of graduation. It is disorientation for those clinging to the notion there is nothing beyond the flesh.
The Shekinah Holy Spirit is known as one of the supports of the chariot or Vehicle, the
point of gathering and reunifying the people to the Tree of Life.
The Shekinah sphere of the Tree is also known as “King David,” the house sustaining
the sanctity of the Father’s plan. Thus the “restoration of the bride” represents the
return to the Tree of Life.

Mantle attached
to trump.

Amos 9:11, In that day will I raise up the tabernacle of David that is fallen, and close
up the breaches thereof; and I will raise up his ruins, and I will build it as in the days
of old.
The prophecy of the Academy of On contains a call to the House of David, a call to the
House with mantle:

Yeshua ha-Meshiah announces His house over the house of Babel, His is a mighty House of David. Many
have no house but in that day all will have a house, therefore know from which house you come.
The authority of His House is the Image and Similitude, צלם ודמות,
given in the name YHWH, blessed by the Ancient of Days, made
sure in the everlasting Covenant through the Only Begotten,
directed by the Ophanim (“wheels”), sustained by the Living
Creatures around the Throne of Glory programming Light unto
life in universes without end. Selah.
The name Adam is related to Heb. for “red,” it is the primordial
Image by which we are given the grace of the Father’s love, the
gift of ascension in the Infinite Way. The Image and Similitude is
clothing for the soul within the Tree of Life.
The red color is used here to depict the mantle for the people of
the House of David (whose name means “beloved”):

Ophanim →
sof. = 747
Excerpt of Divine Door (2012)
showing the first four trumps coming
together. In the center is the 417 code
for the date of “clothing them in red.”

Sol. 5:10, My beloved is white and ruddy, the chiefest among ten thousand.
← White and red on the shepherd’s crook is both Mercy (Mercy sphere as
traditionally white) and Justice (Geburah, red). They are balanced within the
Deliverance Decree. The window frame represents the Omega Charter. Thus
the infusion of Light from the “door to the Father” as Omega Orionis. 1
To live in the house of David is to receive the Endowment—the Comforter.
The Endowment connects the people to the superior architecture of the heavenly abode. Abide in my
house that the record of Heaven may abide in you.
Glory and virtue come from Christ, as it says in Lu.
6:19, And the whole multitude sought to touch Him:
for there went virtue out of Him, and healed them all.

Excerpt of Megalay Dunamis Template

The word for virtue (in the
verse above) is Gr. dunamis,
the same used in the title of the
Supernal Timeline Template
Megalay Dunamis. The
Template has ten diamond
symbols showing key timings.
The fourth diamond from the
left was marked with the date
of 4-17, 2017. On that day this
photograph of ten diamonds
was taken →
Diamond pictograph, cliff dwellings at Palatki
(“Red House”), Sedona, AZ. 4-17, 2017.
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The Eye is from the Geburah sphere, one of the four “supports” of the Chariot. Lev. 26:42, Then will I remember
my covenant with Jacob, and also my covenant with Isaac, and also my covenant with Abraham will I remember;
and I will remember the land. The “land” is Shekinah (who “shall enjoy her sabbaths” as it says in the next verse)
thus the verse identifies the four spheres of the Tree of Life known as relating to the four wheels of the lower
Chariot, Abraham (Hesed), Isaac (Geburah), Jacob (Tiphereth) and Shekinah (Malkuth, also known as King David).
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For He spoke, and it was done;
He commanded, and it stood fast.
Ps. 33:9

Abba Universes

Pathway code ט

The Template above contains mysteries of the opening to our Father Universe, the origin of our Image
and Similitude. In the center of the Template is the name Abba, אבא, Heb. “Father.” Underneath, in the
three concentric yellow circles is the cipher 747.
The cipher represents the sofit value of a Heb. word for “faithful,” “architect,” “master workman,”
“nourish,” and in some interpretations of Pro. 8:30, “nursling” or “as one brought up,” אמון.
Pro. 8:30, Then I was by Him, as one brought up with Him: and I was daily his delight, rejoicing always
before Him.
___________
* The Hebrew letter tet, ט, is the pathway code associated with the Abba Universes Template above (2012). It
indicates the diagonal pathway from the sphere of Wisdom (Hokmah) to Beauty (Tiphereth) in the Tree of Life. For
more information on the position of the Templates within the Tree of Life see the document “April 7, 2016 Kingdom
Come” at zohar.us.
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The overlap of the Father Universe with the Son Universe, at this time of the harvest and graduation,
opens a new potential to behold the omnipresence of the Divine Mind.
There must be attunement to ongoing living revelatory Word, faith must be active in Wisdom, the house
must be one of Understanding. Go not from before Me, for when you stay you shall go—in the Vehicle of
Light.
The Vehicle is entered in thought attunement with the Word, by consciousness acceleration in singing the
names of God—devotion and adherence to truth for the indwelling of the Shekinah presence in the
tabernacle of the holy—a daily practice to know the peace of His Covenant and the power of the Promise
alive in every breath.
New language codes are a call to the righteous to behold the “likeness of YHWH.” New Commandments
bring science and spirit together for comprehension of multi-dimensional experience of a living Father
and a living Word.
Be on the watch as the Hosts make themselves known to families engaged in
preparation: teachers of Light appear with heavenly manna. The Ascended Masters and
Brotherhoods of Light have power to make a field within a field for the education of
hearers hearing.
Understand a higher sequence to the steps in the procession of Light. Programming in
the new language of Light is from higher thresholds, it cannot be altered by the events
of this world.
In the Vehicle the lower chakras shift from resonance in earth density and acquire an affinity with the
world to come (Eze. 1:27).
Help those in need but do not take away from your purpose to serve those not seeking in their purpose—
keep anointing the feet of the living Redeemer. Match His steps and keep pace in your priority.
Learn about origin in the Father, learn about the fall. Learn about the redemption and your destiny in new
worlds of Light. Prepare for new fields of glory, unify your bodies. Call upon His name YHWH, He
remembers His Promise.
A call to see, a call to hear, a call to know, a call for silence, a call for Word to be heard in all
congregations of the willing ones. Ha-Melek Amminadab.

Remember the Covenant and the place of virtue, in the inner union, never broken—let that be the eyes for
the sacred walk, wherever that leads, because it never leads away from Him. Let there be no want, for He
has said, “my yoke is easy, and my burden light.” Makom Hyos Ha-Kodesh, Amen and Amen.
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